
 
 

FULL DAY 

1 Day Uji & Nara Tour 
 

 
1. See the magnificent Byodo-in Temple, the vibrant colours of which have been restored just as they were 
when the temple was built. 
2. Experience an authentic tea ceremony in one of Japan's tea plantation areas. 
3. For the Nara sightseeing in the afternoon, the tour will visit the World Heritage Sites of Todai-ji Temple 
and Kasuga Taisha Shrine. 
4. Get to see wild deer up close, a rarity in Japan and elsewhere in the world, 
while walking through Nara Park.  

Departure Notes 
Time: 0830 – 1930  
Departure Dates: Mar: 19,22,26,29 / Apr: 02,05,09,12,16,19,23,26,30 / May: 07,10,17,21,24,28,31 / Jun: 
04,07,11,14,18,21,25,28 / Jul: 02,05,09,12,16,19,23,26,30 / Aug: 06,13,20,27 / Sep: 03,10,17,24 / Oct: 
01,04,08,11,15,18,22,2529 / Nov: 05,12,19,26.  
Meals: 1 Lunch. *Vegetarian option available. Please request upon reservation. 
Guide Service: English-speaking interpreter guide service included. 
Pick up service: Not available.  Once your booking is confirmed, we will provide you the details and directions 
to the  tour/activity departure point. 
Drop off service: Kyoto Hotel Okura, Hotel Nikko Princess Kyoto (*limited to staying guests), Karasuma Kyoto 
Hotel, Sunrise Tours Desk in Avanti, Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto, Kyoto Hotel Tokyu, ANA Crowne Plaza Kyoto and 
Kyoto Tower (Kyoto Station Karasuma Exit). 
0830                Depart from Sunrise Tours Desk inside Avanti (Kyoto Station Hachijo Exit) 

 Please show your reservation confirmation sheet at reception.  
*Customers who are late for the departure time will have their bookings cancelled. Please leave 
plenty of time to reach the meeting location. 

Walk to JR Kyoto Station.  

                        From JR Kyoto Station to JR Uji Station.  
                        (JR Rapid or Local Service, non-reserved seat). 

                        Uji Bridge  
                        Uji Bridge is thought to have been originally built sometime in the 7th century and is counted   
                        Among the oldest bridges in Japan. A small protrusion off one side of the bridge known as san-      
                        no-ma offers great views.                 

                        Nakanoshima Park  
                        Sightseeing at Nakanoshima Park. The tour may be unable to drop by Nakanoshima Park in case      
                        of high water level in the Uji River, etc. 
                        Tea Ceremony Experience at Taihoan (20mins). 

                      Experience an authentic tea ceremony in the famous tea town of Uji. 

                      Byodo-in Temple (50 mins).  
                        Built near the end of the Heian Era, this temple houses a Buddha statue and other images, and is 
                        surrounded by a beautiful garden. The temple is registered on the World Heritage List as a part of                          
                        the Historic Monuments of Ancient Kyoto. An image of this temple's Phoenix Hall is featured on  
                        the 10 yen coin. 

                        From JR Uji Station to JR Kyoto Station (20 mins).  
                        (JR Rapid or Local Service, non-reserved seat). 

                        Walk to Miyako Hotel Kyoto Hachijo (Formerly: New Miyako Hotel)  
                        Lunch (60 mins) A western style set menu meal will be served for lunch. 
 

NG104S                       From Kyoto  Adult: JPY   22,900  Child: JPY 22,100  
2024 Tour Price Per Person (Contact us for the latest price in MYR) 
(MYR rate is subject to change without prior notice due to currency exchange fluctuation)      



 
 

                         Depart from Miyako Hotel Kyoto Hachijo (Formerly: New Miyako Hotel).  
                         Transportation for the Nara sightseeing will be by bus. 

                         From Kyoto to Nara   
                         Head to Nara via the Nara Keinawa Expressway 
                         Todai-ji Temple & Nara Park (70 mins) 
                         A UNESCO World Heritage Site, This is the symbol of the Nara Period and one of the world's l 
                         argest wooden structures. Its huge main hall and bronze Great Buddha are impressive to behold. 
                         Kasuga Taisha Shrine (50 mins) 
                         This Nara Period shrine is designated as a World Heritage Site. The deer of Nara Park are thought                           
                         to be the shrine messengers. 
                         Remarks: At Kasuga Taisha Shrine, the tour will not enter areas requiring admission. 

1830 – 1930  Drop-off Service  
First stop at JR Kyoto Station. Then to Kyoto hotels. 
During the Gion Festival (Sakimatsuri, July 15 - 16), drop-off service to Karasuma Kyoto Hotel and 
Hotel Nikko Princess Kyoto will be unavailable due to traffic restrictions.  
Connection to the Kyoto Night Tour or Kyoto Maiko Dinner is not possible. 

Remarks: 
1. The morning portion of this tour is a walking tour, not a bus tour. Please participate in shoes which are easy 
to walk in. The afternoon portion of the tour will be a bus tour. 
2. The tour may not be able to enter the Phoenix Hall at Byodo-in Temple in case of congestion. In this case, 
JPY 300 will be refunded at the location. 
3. The tea ceremony experience may vary between tea-ceremony procedures with matcha green tea and tea-
ceremony procedures with sencha green tea depending on the day. Selections may not be made. Also, this 
may be conducted with other customers. Thank you for your understanding. 
4. Participants will walk from the parking lot to Todai-ji Temple (about 15 min one-way). Thank you for your 
understanding. 
5. At Kasuga Taisha Shrine, the tour will not enter areas requiring admission. 
6. The order of activities and arrival times may differ depending on road conditions and congestion at 
destinations. 

  

 

 

 

 

   


